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from classic names like Anheuser-Busch, Southwest Airlines and Verizon to newer favorites like Twitter, LinkedIn and Netflix, appear to have abandoned their traditional links to the United States
and instead established a distinctly multilateral outlook. The list of companies involved in the new global push is substantial: Alphabet, the parent of Google; Apple; Amazon; Facebook; Microsoft;

Cisco; Ford; Yum Brands, the owner of KFC and Pizza Hut; the Royal Bank of Scotland; Deloitte; and Citigroup. This multinational bout of corporate energy and optimism seems unlikely to diminish,
despite Donald J. Trump’s recent performance as the inheritor of the Republican Party. Not only does the United States have a strategic geopolitical significance, but it remains the only nation

besides China with an active free-trade agreement with 25 countries, including the European Union, most of Latin America and nearly a third of the world’s population. And yet, at the same time,
the global economy is facing deep challenges, including the continuing shock of the financial crisis and post-crisis economic slowdown that began in the United States and has just begun to ebb.
The financial crisis, which started in the United States and spread around the world, was created by financial excess; income inequality; a dangerous combination of financial deregulation and

inflated housing prices; and by the failure of companies to shore up their operations, thereby leaving them vulnerable when the global economic expansion stalled in 2008.Cupressus rhomboidea
Cupressus rhomboidea, commonly known as the woolly cypress, is a
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